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The engineering community has 

the technical expertise and the 

credibility to deliver resilient and 

sustainable infrastructure 

solutions that are transferable, 

adaptable and outcomes-based.

Policymakers and infrastructure 

owners and operators have an 

urgent demand for climate action 

in infrastructure.

• Delivering through 
strategic partnerships

• Scaling up through 
thought leadership and 
knowledge-sharing

• Tracking global impact

ICSI is the voice of the engineering community on infrastructure sustainability, resilience and climate action. 
ICSI places engineers to be at the forefront of climate action, harnessing their ability to provide solutions and matching it with 
urgently-needed demand. The solutions we develop and promote will deliver impact “on the ground” where it is needed most. 

ICSI IS THE GLOBAL MOVEMENT FOR ENGINEERING ACTION



ICSI POSITION PAPER ON SCALING UP FINANCE FOR 
INFRASTRUCTURE RESILIENCE

• Recognizing and 
communicating deep 
uncertainty

• Making the case of 
economic viability for 
resilience

• Expanding traditional 
understandings of benefits

• Allocating benefits, costs 
and risks

• Using levers of change 
to drive positive 
system-level impacts

• Transferring 
knowledge between 
sectors and contexts  

Building blocks that 
facilitate resilient 
infrastructure 
finance 

• Learning from 
practice

• Focus on scalability 
and transferability 
of key actions
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ICSI POSITION PAPER – LEVERS OF CHANGE AND ENABLERS

LEVERS OF CHANGE

areas of work that have the potential 
to enhance systemic resilience, or 
tackle the causes of low systemic 
resilience, whilst synergistically 
addressing other grand challenges 
or societal priorities initiatives that 
seek to solve or mitigate problems on 
a global scale

ENABLERS

• Policy and regulatory frameworks

• Multi-level governance

• Public-private sector collaboration

• Standards and certification

• Data, information and technology

• Capacity building



ICSI POSITION PAPER – EXAMPLE ACTIONS

• Make use of levers of change to increase 
access to financing and create wider system 
change. 

• Adapt financial approaches created for other 
levers and/or used by other sectors. 

• Develop a rapid payout mechanism to 
support build back better efforts – when 
appropriate to do so.

• Invest in planning and other strategic pre-
development activities – choosing the right 
projects

• Develop review mechanisms to incorporate 
new data/new transaction approaches to 
secure regulatory approval and attract 
investor interest. 

• Include citizens participation.
• Integrate DRM and climate adaptation 

policies.
• Establish a function that is responsible for 

dealing with the climate emergency linking 
national to local policies 

❯ Good Governance❯ Innovative financing



ICSI POSITION PAPER – KEY MESSAGES 

• Resilience needs to be viewed systemically and investment in resilience should 
support this approach. 

• Proof of concept framing of key factors with significant potential to upscale and 
accelerate resilient infrastructure finance, including levers of change and enablers. 

• Elevate praxis-based education (learning from practice) as an avenue to accelerate 
implementation. Lessons learnt can be translated into tangible actions that are 
scalable and transferable to other sectors and contexts.

• Potential next steps include the development of ‘playbooks’ aimed at different actors 
and a repository of case studies to learn from.

• Bringing in the right mix of technical experts more intentionally in the early stages 
would greatly support the development process.



LEARNING FROM PRACTICE



UNDRR PRINCIPLES FOR RESILIENT INFRASTRUCTURE



UNDRR STRESS TESTING FOR RESILIENCE



MAINSTREAMING CLIMATE COMPATIBLE INFRASTRUCTURE

• System approaches

• Lifecycle view 

• Outcome-led decision-making

• Actionable pathways to implementation

• Capacity building

• Outreach and advocacy

Systems 
Thinking

Inclusive 
Engagement

Evidence-based 
Decision-making

Future-oriented 
Planning

Reflection and 
Iteration



www.infrastructure-pathways.org

http://www.infrastructure-pathways.org/
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